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expressively deb...

...the only limitation is your imagination!

A fun tutorial for you.

A Clean and Simple Generic Celebration Card 

Card Design Tip: 

I added layers to this card because I really wanted to “lift” the patterned paper. A few thin mat layers will usually 
do that. Thin layers will also add a clean finished look to most card designs. There really is no particular pattern 
placement with the stars, I just kept both the colors and the elements in balance.

Instructions for making this card:

Start with a standard A-2 size card base. I used Night of Navy card stock for this card base. 1. 

Prepare your card layers:

Cut one Very Vanilla layer at 4 1/8" X 5 3/8";1. 

Cut a Night of Navy layer at 4" X 5 1/4";2. 
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Cut your patterned paper layer at 3 7/8" X 5 1/8".3. 

Attach the patterned paper layer to the Night of Navy layer then attach them both to the Very Vanilla 
layer.  This layer "stack" will get attached to your card base when you finish your card design.

4. 

With your cutting machine and the Stitched Stars Dies, crop a large Night of Navy Star, then use the small 
star die to cut a star in the middle of the large star. Save the little star. You will use it as an element for 
your card design.

5. 

With a medium star die cut two stars, one in Night of Navy and one in Mossy Meadow.6. 

Use the star swirl die with Very Vanilla card stock to cut the swirl image then clip off five small stars.7. 

Cut a thin strip of Mossy Meadow card stock 3" long.  This will be the strip you see under the large star. 8. 

Arrange your stars as I have them or mix it up a bit as you like it.9. 

I attached the large and medium stars with dimensionals.  The rest of the elements were attached with 
Multipurpose Glue.

10. 

The Night of Navy sentiment layer is 5/8" X 2 3/4" and the Very Vanilla sentiment layer is 1/2" X 2 7/8".11. 

I used my Stamparatus to stamp the sentiment onto the Very Vanilla sentiment layer with Night of Navy 
Ink.

12. 

Click on the image to view the Brightly Gleaming Blog Post.
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Stitched Stars Dies - 150653
Price: $38.00

•

Daisy Lane Cling Stamp Set (En) - 149325
Price: $23.00

•

Night Of Navy 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 100867
Price: $8.75

•

Mossy Meadow 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 133676
Price: $8.75

•

Very Vanilla 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 101650
Price: $9.75

•

Night Of Navy Classic Stampin' Pad - 126970
Price: $6.50

•

Multipurpose Liquid Glue - 110755
Price: $4.00

•

Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430
Price: $4.00

•

Add All to Cart
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